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ABSTRACT
Sequence alignment is a process to find similar regions when two or more than two sequences are aligned together.
Motif or similar regions are supposed to be the consequence of structural, functional or evolutionary relationships
between sequences. Sequences can be either nucleotide or protein sequences usually in fasta format. Alignment
includes role of specific biological databases both for nucleotide and protein sequences like SWISSPROT, PDB,
etc. for protein sequences and GenBank, EMBL,DDBJ ,etc. for nucleotide sequences. The two common types of
alignment methods include pairwise and multiple sequence alignment which tends to find similar regions either of
the two types - local or global type. Information obtained from sequence alignment is helpful and show
applications including motif prediction, homology modeling, and phylogenetic tree construction. Dynamic
programming method under global alignment approach produces optimal alignment results. The article includes
study of global alignment process.
KEYWORDS: GenBank, EMBL,DDBJ, etc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Sequence alignment is a method of finding similar
regions, also termed as motif regions when two or more
sequences are aligned together. It is done basically to
find similar region which are supposed to carry
structural, functional and evolutionary information. To
study evolutionary relation among organisms their
nucleotide sequences are aligned together under multiple
alignment method with phylogenetic tree construction.
On the other hand protein sequences align giving
information about the motif regions responsible to have
characteristic information for a particular protein family,
developing protein structures and drugs. Sequence
alignment is of two types where under local type only
motif regions are discovered whereas under global type
both motif and gaps are discovered. There are basically
two methods of sequence alignment – pairwise and
multiple. Pairwise methods include alignment of two
sequences while multiple methods include alignment of
multiple sequences. Sequence alignment is an easiest
method to compare two or more than two protein or
nucleotide sequences finding out similarity among them.
When aligned, the most similar regions are searched
between the sequences. A hypothesis is made regarding
the sequences to be aligned that at one generation they
were exactly similar or identical and generation after
generation mutational changes caused variation leading
to changes both in structure and function. The matches
represents the similar regions where as mismatches
represents variation caused because of substitution of one
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amino acid by another or substitution of one base by
another. On the other hand gaps are produced as a result
of insertion or deletion. An alignment score is calculated
for the aligned sequences based on the amount of
similarity which is measured as the sum of matches,
mismatches and gaps.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Alignment is done finding either local regions or global
regions and thus alignment is said to be of local or global
types. Local alignment finds only the most common
regions or the motif regions whereas global alignment
tends to find maximal possible similar regions thus
including mismatches and gaps too. Methods of
alignment are based on aligning two sequences or more
than two sequences i.e. pairwise or multiple types of
alignments. Pairwise Sequence alignment includes the
following methods:
 Dot Plot or Dot Matrix Method
 Dynamic Programming Method
 Similarity Search or K tuple Method.
Out of above three methods, dynamic programming
method produces optimal alignments. The concept
behind dynamic programming method is to divide a
problem into sub problems and then finding solutions to
those sub problems. The best solution is supposed to be
the answer to the problem. Based on this concept the
sequences are aligned finding out the maximum possible
similar regions including indels & substitutions. The
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dynamic programming method is based on finding either
local regions or global regions of alignment. Smith
Waterman algorithm is used to align sequences locally
while Needleman Wunsch algorithm is used to align
sequences globally. A two dimensional matrix is
constructed based on this concept. The technique of
dynamic programming can be applied to produce global
alignments via the Needleman Wunsch algorithm, and
local alignments via the Smith-Waterman algorithm. A
two dimensional matrix is created for both local & global
alignment trying to search the best possible pathway
which is supposed to be the best solution of alignment
for the given sequences. A two dimensional matrix is
constructed for both Needleman Wunsch and Smith
Waterman algorithms. The matrix is constructed
following the three steps:
 Initialization
 Matrix filling
 Trace back
A scoring matrix is constructed for protein and
nucleotide sequence alignment. In case of protein
sequence alignments, 20 × 20 matrix is created for all the
possible 20 amino acids. PAM & BLOSUM are such
scoring matrices. The scoring values for matches &
mismatches are taken from this scoring matrix. On the
other hand the nucleotide sequence alignment i.e. for
DNA and RNA, specific scoring values are considered
for matches, mismatches & gaps. According to the
algorithm, the first step initialization starts with the
filling of first row and first column with the gap values in
case of Needleman Wunsch algorithm and zero value
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(ith -1, jth -1)
(ith, jth -1)

(ith -1, jth )
(ith, jth)

In case of Needleman Wunsch algorithm, the maximum
of the following three values is taken in this block:
 Value of (ith -1, jth -1) block + Match /Mismatch
Value
 Value of (ith, jth -1) block + Gap Penalty Value
 Value of (ith -1, jth) block + Gap Penalty Value
On the other hand, in case of Smith Waterman algorithm,
the maximum of the four values is considered. The three
values are obtained by following above three conditions
while the fourth value is zero. During the matrix filling
step simultaneously arrows are plotted in the blocks
pointing towards the block from which the information
had been taken to fill each block. Under the trace back
step these arrows are followed from the right bottom
corner towards the left top corner, following all possible
pathways finding out the maximal similar region of
alignment.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For example: For the following sequences S1: ATGC
and S2: ATCC the Global alignment is done as presented
in the matrix. Considering match = +1, mismatch = -1,
gap penalty = -2.

A
-2
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On back tracing starting with the last block in the above
matrix the following path is obtained that represents the
best possible /optimal alignment with alignment score
equal to +2.
A T G C
A T C C
+1 +1 -1 +1 = +2
Tools available for pairwise alignment
 dotmatcher
 dotpath
 dottup
 est2genome
 matcher
 needle
 needleall
 polydot
 stretcher
 seqmatchall

with Smith Waterman algorithm. With the matrix filling
step, we consider every block of the matrix as (ith, jth)
block i.e. it belongs to ith row and jth column.
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supermatcher
water
wordfinder
wordmatch
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